


VILLA FRANCESCHI

LA RIVIERA DI VENEZIA



Turn your dreams into a memorable journey



To Venice…



To stunning palaces…



To splendid villas…



And discover…



A dream…



An experience…



A sumptuous garden that frames the villas…



A myriad of tastes...



An exceptional restaurant…



And the enchantment…



Of weddings…



Of celebrations…



And the synergy of art and culture…



History and tradition…



Dal Corso Family



Pamper yourself with our nearby spa or begin your day with a morning walk through our gardens, 

or on our jogging path through our tree-lined park. Let us arrange a boat ride for you along the 

Brenta River or plan an excursion to one of the islands or to one of the many amazing towns 

nearby where you can visit the Palladian Villas with a private guide. Your trip will be so memorable 

you cannot wait to return!

Villas with a private guide. Your trip will be so memorable you cannot wait to return!

The two hotels combined have a total of 44 rooms; deluxe, junior suites and suites, all overlooking 

the parks with some rooms having private access to the gardens, plus all the in-room amenities 

you would expect from a luxury hotel.

You will be surrounded by a blend of stylish décor that includes beautiful tapestries, antique 

furniture and selected comfort.

Our servicesComing soon
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Where we are





Villa Franceschi
Via Don Minzoni, 28
Venezia - Mira

Tel. ++39 041.4266531

Fax ++39 041.5608996
inFo@VillaFranceschi.coM

www.VillaFranceschi.coM

risToranTe MargheriTa
Via Don Minzoni, 28

Venezia - Mira

Tel. ++39 041.4266531

Fax ++39 041.5608996
inFo@VillaFranceschi.coM

www.VillaFranceschi.coM

Booking Ref. ++39 041 4266531
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GDS CODES

Amadeus (1A) Sabre (AA) Apollo/Galileo (UA) Worldspan (TW)
WBVCE193 WB49786 WB20563 WBVIFRA


